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-3-PREFACE
The work of thc Econocnic  ard Sociel Committce  cannot be divorced  from the
devclopnncnts  tfiat have taften place in dre lrot few years in thc Community  itself
and, in its inrcmatisnal environmcnL
This annual report covsrs what appears at, first sigh't to have been a rather
depressing year for the Europeen Comrnunity.
Judgtns by th" nerrsplper  headlincr, Meinber  States' d,ifficulties  have become rnore
serious and mone frcqucnt than war anticipated a year ago. The ' tunnel' seems
longer and darker than wc thought, and the Community's  cohesion weaker than
ever. Thc Comrnission's  effortg to makc progress towards ioint policies are either
obstrrcted, brrushed asidc or \pat6€d  down by member governfircntsn  which continue
to hold all the power.  These govcrnnrents reflcct the tensions that exist within their
electorates and the various national inrcrest groups - 
something of which trye are
very conscious  in the Economic and Social Committee.
Since thc December 79V4 Paris Surnmit Confere!rce, rnaior positive  decisions  have
becolnc morc and nrore of a rnrity, The last Euro'pean Council meeting in The
Hague in November 1976 was one of the most disappointing sumnnits  ever.
It was the Deccrlbs 1971 Summit which agrd on dircct ehctions to thc European
P:arliasrent. This Suurmit also made ootne progress on the shape of Etropean
Union and attempted, with varying degr.es of success, to concert policies on the
economig financid, enerry and regional policy fronts. There the decision  was
taken to set up the European  Regional Development  Fund. But ttrese achievements
do not alter the overall impression  of, a Community  unable to adopt a common
position on the great world economic, social and political issues of our timq
inflation, the energy crisis, unemployment,  the new world economic  order.
It is strange how our nine countries, after coming together to plan and bu"ild a joint
future, usually fall back into a national outlook and try to do things their own way
when difficulties arise. The energy crisis is a prime example.
The Community has acquired  tremendous external influence. However,  what
seemed to be a maior bonus, enabling the EEC, the biggest trading bloc in the
world, to play a leading role in the expansion  of wodd trade, has become virtually
a source of weakness. There are increasing difficulties in achieving further  inte-
gration, and they are threatening what has been achieved so far and leaving the
Community without a common,  constructive  response  to international problems and
the economic crisis.
Several starts have been made towards  economic and monetary union. The only
tangible result is the ' snake', of which not all EEC currencies are members. IThy
not all are members is obvious. The establishment  and, even more so, the main-
-5-tenance of an intra-Community  exchange rate system required  agreement on how
far and for how long the strong currenciis should support the weak. The Economic
and Social Committie consideri  that the solution to this fundamental question is to
be found in the will to face the crisis together, instead of. a disorganized  approach
with each country  trying to go it alone.
But taking a wider view of the events of  the year under review, one sees that
though thi cost of tackling  the worldwide economic  problems has been heavy, tlt.
Member States have so fai stopped  short of anything which would be fa'tal to the
Community's continued existenie. Large sections of the population  are suffering the
effects of the problems confronting  us : five million unemployed,  migrant workers
sent home, many people with reduced living standards, inflation, erosion  of savings,
reductions in social benefits. On these particulady worrying issues, the Economic
and Social Committee has stated its position in numerous  opinions.
Through the work of its sections, the Committee may be regarded as the official
forum for the economic  and social issues in the Community, the sounding-board  for
the interests, ideas and anxieties of the ordinary men and women of the Community.
Europe must lead the world as a Community where full use is made of science  and
technology to provide the resources to meet people's  needs and at the same time
to enhance the environment, and as a Community :
(i)  where iobs can be changed without fear of unemployment;
(ii) where money can be saved without fear of inflation;
(iii) where people  can work with a real sense of involvement and satisfaction;
(iv) where governments,  companies  and unions are there to serve the individual
and not dominate him.
As has often been pointed out by the Committee,  if the Nine are to move forward
to a democratic  union, they will have to achieve both political  demo $asy through
elected Parliament, and economic and social democracy  through an Economic and
Social Committee  speaking up for the views, needs and wishes of the ordinary  men
and women of the Communify.
Henri CANONGE,
Retiring Chairman,
Basil DE FERRANTI,
Chairman.
-6-CHAPTER  I
SURVEY OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
General comments
The Commirtee's future has already been the subject of comment in previous  annual
reports. In March 1974, an Opinion was issued on the place of the Committee in
" 
new EEC institutional  set-up; another, in July of that year,looked  at the situation
of the Community;  above all, an Opinion on European union was issued in J,tly
1975. The latter was presented to the Belgian Prime Minister, Mr Tindemans' to
help him carry out his brief from the Member States' heads of state or governments.
Hd own report on European  union, which came out in January t976, led the
Committee Bureau to consider doing some more work on the role of the Com-
mirtee. But the Bureau then thought it would postpone any such initiative, in
view of the inaction of the European Council over the Tindemans  report and because
it wanted to await the outcome of the Tripartite Conference.
An assessment of the Committee's future must bear in mind that the ESC provi-
sions of the Treaty reflect a compromise. The ESC is a hybrid body  neither
a panel of experts set up to assist the executive, nor an economic and social
assembly.
This makes it easier to understand  the inconsistent  developments of the recent past'
i.e. the fact that grant to the ESC of a ' right of initiative' was followed by con-
sultation of the two sides of industry outside the ESC framework. It was made
clear at the Summit Conference of 1972 that the ESC was not to be iust a consulta-
tive commirtee,  but an economic and social assembly capable of dealing with the
major economic and social issues. But if the policy of by-passing the ESC continues'
it will simply tick over without  being fully used, and further important work will
be done elsewhere. The ESC has always been opposed  to its advisory functions
being watered  down or transferred  to oth€r bodies.  '!0hat the nvo sides of indust1l
need mosr is a vehicle for negotiation and decision-making.  The ESC, thanks to the
flexibility of its machinery,  can help the two sides of industry to reach a consensus,
and submit possible solutions to the decision-makers.
The rlght of lnltlatlve
The worsening of the economic situation put greater responsibiliry  on economic
and social groupings in the Member  States, and therefore on their representatives
in the Econbmic and Social Committee.  The ESC attempted to adapt its working
methods in the light of the increasing pressures.
-7  -The Bureau decided to use the Committee's right to issue opinions on its own
initiative in a more systematic and coordinated way than hitherto, with a view to
working out an overall line of policy. Given the general situation in the Community,
it requested the Section bureaux to propose  opinions centring mainly on the Com-
munity's twin problems of unemployment and inflation. The Econornic and Social
Committee thus showed that it intends to use the right of initiative to focus the
attention of the Council and the Commission on those problems which the Com-
mittee members consider of greatest weight.  This rigbt also enables them to tackle
live issues - 
the Opinion on unemployment (issued in the first quafter)  being the
outstanding example.
Other ' own-initiative' Opinions also had a direct or indirect impact within the
Community. For instance, the Council Decision on the liberdization  of public
purchasing was undoubtedly  influenced  and stimulated  by the ESC debate  and
the Opinion on the dwelopment  of advanced twhnolo€y in this field. The ESC
Study on R Sc D was likewise of assistance  to the C-ommission.
This general move away from the ESC's previous, more passive stance also incited
its members to review the scope for adapting ESC procedures  and pra.ctices.
The Bureau has already discrrssed  the ESC's future in thc light of thc constantly
changing state of the Comrnunity. It still has to dccide how best to capitali.e
on the work which led up to the Opinion of March 1974 on the ESC's role in the
rnachine ry of the Community.
lmprovement  ol worklng methodr
Massive efforts were made in 1976 to strengthen  the Committee and improve its
working methods.  The most striking changes  are listed below.
The current Rules of Procedure were adopted in L974 by the Council, pursuant to
Article 195 of the Treaty. Th.y are a basic document and amending them is a
lengthy business that ."tttrot be done frequently. The present Rules, which embody
the Committee's right to take up matters on its own initiative,  take account of
most of the proposals  put forward bv the ESC at the time.
\Without losing sight of the Committee's desire to be entirely responsible for its
Rules of Procedure, it has been repeatedly emphasized  that these Rules are too
detailed and too inflexible, and that certain provisions should be embodied instead
in the Standing Orders.
Maior improvements have been achieved in the working methods of the Groups
and the Sections.  Their Chairmen have added responsibilities as a result.
The Bureau has gradually  strengthened  its budgetary powers and acquired  nrore
authority over the internal  organization  of the Committee. The Committee's
plenary session of October marked the end of the Chairmen's and ec Bureau's
two-ymr term of office. The retiring Chairman, Mr Hmi  Cancrge (Frane
Various Interests) was replaced by Mr Basil de Ferranti (UK - Ernplofcr$), who was
elected unanimously. As new Vice-Chairmcn af,e Mr Ma$ias Berns (Iuxembotrrg
F8-- Various Interests) and Mr Johannes van Greunsven (Netherlands  - Vorkers). The
names of the new Bureau  members will be found on page 37 of. the Report.
The Rules of Procedure  srare that the Bureau is to hold joint meetings with the
Group and Section Chairmen at least twice a year. This rule has been strictly
appliid. A number of questions were tackled at meetings between the Committee's
C-hairman and Vice-Chair*en, and the Group Chairmen.  Similarly the Committee's
Chairman and Vice-Chairmen and the Section Chairmen dealt in detail with certain
issues which can now be discussed by the Bureau with a full knowledge of the
relevant facts.
The strucrure  of the Secretariat has been somewhat  remodelled,  the emphasis being
laid on establishing  closer links between  the two Directorates dealing with consul-
tative work. The Director-General has been entrusted with the task of planning
and coordinating this work.
A Division for Research and Documentation  was set up to analyse problems of
general concern ro the Commirree  which fall outside  the scope of the section secre-
Iariats. In the three months since its inception, it has begun to compile; (i) a study
on the social and professional consultative committees in the Communities, (ii) a
study on the scope-for using the right of initiative, (iii) an analysis of methods for
impioving the diiseminarion of information within the secretariat and (iv) a survey
of 
-sources of information material,  particularly trade organizations  and economic
and social councils.
Outside  relations and contacts
One of the main tasks of the chair
munity Institutions, particularly  the
Parliament.
in 1976 was to improve links with the Com-
Commission. the Council and the European
The President and members of the Commission  confirmed their willingness  to
establish close, regular links, inter alia by taking part in ESC Plenary  Sessions.
Practically  every flrtr"ry Session was attended by one or more Commissioners,
including President Ortoii, and there is no need to point to the excellent relationship
that we continue to have with Commission  officials.
Some improvements  still need to be made. Requests f9t Opinions should  be
better timid and the Committee should be better informed  about progress on maior
Commission proiects on which the Committee has already delivered Opinions.
Links with the Council were lightened.  The letter of 17 April 1974 was progressi-
vely implemented and the ESC worked more closely with COREPER. Committee
Opinions form parr of the working dossiers of constitulent bodies of the Council of
Ministers, and three Presidents-in-o,ffice of the Council have attended Committee
debates : Mr Mart and Mr Thoss, Luxembourg  Ministers for Economic  Affairs
and Labour reqpecively, and Mr Brinkhorst, Dutch Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs. Commirree  members had detailed discussions  with these ministers on
Community  issues. Indeed, such discussions  are now standard practice.
-9There were meetings  with Prime Ministers, Ministers and State Secretaries responsible
for Community  affairs and economic and social matters. These meetings  afforded
exceptional opportunities  for obtaining the ear of the President-in-Office of the
Council, and hearing his views.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairmen made official visits to Luxembourg, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands  and 'S7est Germany.  Contacts were made with the
Belgian Government and the Belgian Prime Minister, Mr  Tindemans, made  a
statement  to the Committee  about his report.
Visits to the Member States gradually  took on a new pattern. Instead of being
relatively formal, they were dominated  by working meetings with national economic
and social organizations.
The influence  exerted by the ESC was enhanced by a number of section  and study
group meetings held away from Brussels, in Florence,  Clermont-Ferrand, Coventry,
Munich, Portugal and elsewhere.
The Committee  had also exercised in previous  years by relations with the European
Parliament.  In all Member States the question of relations  between Parliamenrs
and bodies representing  interest groups has sometimes been a delicate one.
Democratically-elected  Parliaments  are the essential and basic vehicle for the aspi-
rations and will of the people. The two sides of industry and professional
organizations,  and the assemblies and bodies in which they are represented,  have
a legitimate claim to speak for economic and social groups, to express their fears
and needs and put forward their proposals.  Regular links between the European
Parliament and the Committee were conceived with these rwo principles in mind,
and the Bureau of the European Parliament approved the proposal that ESC
rapporteurs  should address parliamentary  committees.
From here it is a short step to mentioning the visits paid by the chair to economic
and social councils and committees  in Member States. It was noticed that these
bodies find it increasingly necessary to cooperare with one anorher.  Although
they are not all out of the same mould, their aims are basically the same. T[e
chair got the impression  that any step the ESC might take ro bring about a more
consistent overall policy on the part of these bodies would be particularly  welcome.
The trail was blazed by a joint meeting of the Bureaux of the ESC and the French
Economic  and Social Council in April, and by an official visit by an ESC delegation
to the Rhone-Alpes region in France.
Going outside  the Community, a delegation  from the Economic and Social Council
of Senegal led by its chairman,  visited the ESC from 28 June to 2 J.tly. This was
part of the ESC's work in connection with implementing the Lomd Convenrion.
Mention can also be made of a visit in January by the Japanese Economic  and
Social Congress, although this is nor a srate institution.
While on the subiect of the Institutions,  one must mention the imporrance attached
by the ESC to the Court of Justice. Over the years, the Court 
-has 
proved itself
to be the Institution which, because  its powers are the least subject io challenge,
is best able to make sure that the Treaty is respected.  In so doing, the Court
10-erlsures nor only that the Treaty is put into effect, but also that the Com-munity
develops along 
'the 
lines that iis founders intended. The speech made by the
Advocate-GenJral  afforded an excellent opportunity for us to get better acquainted
with the Courr's work and assess its significance for the development of. the
Community.
Nor should one overlook the effort put into improving Committee relations with
the ECSC Consultative Commirtee. There have been exchanges  of documents  and
reciprocal  visits, and ESC members have spoken at the Consultative  Committee
and vice versa. This marks a new phase, characterized  by a definite mutual desire
for confident and effective collaboration.
The Commirtee has devoted special attention to relations with other international
organizations.  In this way, it tried to show that it is not inward-looking  or unaware
of -the international  ,..rri.  Repeated contacts were made with the Secretariats of
the OECD and EFTA and arrangements for exchange of information  and documents
were improved.
The ILO deserves particular mention. The ESC sent representatives to its Annual
Conference  and the \7orld Conference  on Employment.  Close cooperation conti-
nued for instance, ILO experts made statements at a number of ESC Section
meetings.
Thus the Committee gor through an enormous amount of work in L975. And it
certainly did not neglect its main task, i.e.- the issuing of Opinions.  171 Opinions
were adopted in all-, plus one Study. There were nine Plenary Sessions in the
course of the year.
The topics dealt with are detailed in the next chapter.
11CHAPTER II
WORK OF THE COMMITTEE
1. Agricultural policy
(a) In its Study entitled ' Progress Report on the Common  Agricultural Policy l
ti1 November 7974), the Commirtee dte* attention to the need for a detailed
examination  of the CAP in the international context. To meet this need, the
Commimee embarked in Lg76 on such an examination  to  determine what
improvements  might be appropriate.  The Commiffee had on several occasions in
the past come to the .ott.lr'triotr that it was necessary to consider the place and
role of the CAP at inrernational  level and suggest any technical or policy
improvements that would enable the CAP and also the Community's  trade and
.*t-.ttt"l policies to meer the various needs more effectively. This examination,
which 
".ioont 
d for a considerable proportion of the Section for Agriculture's work
in the year under review, was not, however, completed  until early in L977.
(b) The 1976177 farm price proposals gave rise to deep divisions within the ESC.
After arduous discussions the Committee in the end decided by a small majority
that a rise of. 7.5-80/o in the general level of prices would be acceptable.  This was
practically the figure propoJed by the Commission  and finally ad,opted by the
bouncil. ' 
This "gr..-.ttt *"r, however, accompanied by numerous  demands for a
more balanced piice policy, to be achieved inter alia by structural measures  and in
parricular by temporary *."s,tt.s  designed to remedy difficult situations.  The
-Commirtee 
came 
-out in favour of more equitable  protection for Mediterranean
products and the granting of personal income support to small farmers to hglp
with srrucrural change. Finally, the Committee underlined once again the need for
production  rargets to be set at Communify  level in order to gtve producers  a point
of reference  when they take their decisions.
(c) The Commission's  197il1980 action programme  for the progressive achievement
of balance in the milk market, which was submitted in September  L976, received
the Committee's full attention. The Committee broadly approved the Community
premium sysrem for the non-marketing of milk and milk products and the conver-
iion of dairy cow herds, as well as certain common  measures in the veterinary
field. But ir showed considerable reseryation and eyen opposition towards the
orher Commission proposals.  After difficult discussions, the Committee ultimately
approved, subject to precise conditions,  the Commission's  proposal for a  co-
rirponribility  levy on milk producers as from the year starting. on t April 1977.
(The Commirtee  had on previous occasions  aheady come out in favour of a certain
financial  contribution from milk producers.) The Committee considered, however,
that it did nor have all the information it needed for a proper assessment of the
amount of the levy proposed by the Commission,  namely 2.5010 of the target price
for milk. The Committee  also did not endorse the Commission's proposal  for
-13suspending  national and Community aids in the milk sector for three years. It
was in favour only of suspending those aids which might result in an increase in
production or processing  capacity. In general the Committee  advocated granting
bt retaining selective aids under Community  supervision as a step towards  a long-
rerm investment policy. This would make it possible to continue with the modern-
ization of production and intensify the search for additional outlets for milk product.s
Finally, the Committee came out very clearly against a charge on certain vegetable
and marine oils and fats.
(d,) The Committee  welcomed two long-awaited  proposals  providing for  a
common organization  of the markets in sheepmeat and potatoes. But its iudgment
of the proposal on sheepmeat  was rather unfavourable. It took the view that this
proposal was too incomplete and not attuned to the existing situation. On the
other hand, it approved the proposal on potatoes, but asked the Commission to
ensure greater flexibiliry in the application  of the proposal.
(e) The Commission proposal on the processing and marketing of agricultural
products was broadly endorsed by the Committee.  The Committee did, however,
ask the Council not to delay any further the adoption of common rules on producer
organizations.  \ilithout these rules certain common measures concerning the pro-
cessing and marketing  of agricultural products would be in ieopardy.
ff)  The Committee  broadly  approved  the proposal for a Regulation for restructur-
ing the non-industrial inshore fishing industry, but asked the Commission  to include
facilities for the preservation  and distributon  of fish in the restructuring programme.
The Committee also examined with interest the Commission proposal for a Com-
munity system for the conservation and management of fishery resources. In
general the Committee  accepted the Commission's proposals, but stressed that it
was important  that they should be clearly understood by all the parties concerned.
The Committee also pointed out the need to ensure that the inspections  and other
measures, on which the success of the entire common policy proposed depended,
were applied satisfactorily  throughout the Community.
k)  In the approximation  of legislation field, the Committee  expressed its views
on a proposal  concerning iams. It stressed that in the agro-food  secror total
alignment  of legislation  was as a rule the only way of protecting consumers' interests
and ensuring equal conditions of competition for Community producers. In the end
the Committee endorsed the Commission's  proposal for partial alignment but with
the proviso that total alignment in this sector should be taken as a goal ro be
achieved within a specific period.
2. Transport  pollcy
The Committee's  work in the field of transport and communications was centred
on two maior issues, the organization of the transport  market and drivers'  hours.
1.. The Committee was unable to endorse, in their existing form, four Commission
proposals relating to :
(i)  a system for observing  the markets for the carriage of goods by road, rail and
inland waterway;
- 
14 -(ii) the fixing of rates for international  goods transport  by rail berween  lt4ember
States;
(iii) a system of reference tariffs for the carriage of goods by road between Member
States ;  *
(iv) a system of reference  tariffs for the carriage of goods by inland waterway
between Member States.
The Committee doubted whether a liberalized transport market as envisaged  by the
Commission  could run itself without a regulative framework. It had expressed  this
view on several  occasions in the past to both the Council and the Commission,
basing its arguments on overall  economic obiectives.
It thought above all that the system for observing the markets as planned by the
Commission was no substitute for effective  crisis management.
It was necessary to voice reservations about this system because  practical  experience
had invariably shown that in a time of crisis a complicated information and com-
munications system generally produced decisions too late. Such decisions  were
only able to mitigate  undesirable  developments  at disproportionately  great expense
they were not able to eradicate them completely.
Furthermore, the Committee was generally very critical of the setting-up of new
advisory or standing committees.
On the other hand, the Committee approved  the principle  behind the Commission's
proposal to glve railway undertaking greater  powers to determine  rates. However,
it pointed out that, if a ref.erence tariff. system  was to be introduced for international
goods transport by rail, Member  States should be able  after consulting the
Commission  - 
to temporarily  fix compulsory minimum  tariffs in times of crisis.
In addition,  the system of compulsory bracket tariffs currently in force in the road
haulage sector was thought by the Committee to have not lived up to expectations
because it had not been applied consistently.
The system proposed by the Commission for the free formation of rates was also
going to create a vast bureaucratic machinery that would not have any positive
effect, on the actual determination of rates or the attainment of the stated objectives.
It would merely serve to establish  non-compulsory tariffs without  supervising  their
application  or correctness and would merely generate costs without being of any
benefit.
Turning to the question of reference tariffs for inland water transport,  the Com-
mittee thought that account had to be taken of the existance of compulsory tafiff
systems for domestic  goods transport in Member States where inland shipping was
of major importance.
In view of this fact, it was doubtful whether the introduction of reference tariffs
for such traffic would hate any appreciable influence  on the tariffs applied in
practice.
2. As regards the question  of drivers' hours (the so-called ' Third Social Regulation',
the Commiffee rejected the Opinion of its Transport  Section at its October Plenary
15Session. This Opinion had not been able to entirely  accept the Commission's
proposal.
Thus, the Section had thought that, in future, the Regulation should apply only to
international transport.
The Section had also proposed definitions for spreadover,  driving time and rest
period which differed from those given by the Commission.
lt had, moreover, attached  maior importance to the derogations to the Regulation
under review.
Since the Committee  had promised
end of October L976, it instructed
immediately that was likely to be
members.
to deliver an Opinion on this subject before the
a Rapporteur-General  to table a Draft Opinion
acceptable to the majority of the Committee's
This Opinion pointed out that as the Committee had been unable to deliver a
detailed Opinion on the Commission's  proposal, the Commission  should re-examine
this question and draw up a new proposal in the light of all the comments and
suggestions made at the October  Plenary Session. The Committee also asked to
be consulted again if a new proposal was produced.
3. Social pollcy
In its Opinion on the development of the social situation in the Community in
t975, the Committee  underlined the gravity of the crisis through which Europe and
the world was passing. At year end, more than five and a half million people were
out of work, and all social groups had suffered.
'Women in general and young people in the t5-25 age group looking for their first
iob were finding these very hard to get because of the recession, the disparities
between regions and the lack of adequate training. As a result, more than two
million young people felt left out of the economy and would be more sensitive
to the calls of. agitators.
The Committee  recommended wide-ranging measures  aimed at increasing the supply
of jobs wherever possible, organizing training and re-training programmes, devel-
oping vocational guidance and multiskill training, upgrading manual work and
sharing out available jobs more fairly.
At any event, the time for reflection was past, however consrructive  this might be.
Resolute  action and decisions had to be taken. One of the main objectives  should
be to re-organize the regions and social structures  and eliminate inequalities  through
a vigorous and concerted  employment policy, which would be framed and carried
out in conjunction  with other common policies. This meant that economic and
monetary union had to be achieved.
T/ith this in mind, the Committee issued a favourable  Opinion on the European
Social Budget  as a means of providing  information on past and predicted trends insocial spending and thus aiding decisions on the choice of  Communiry  and
national priorities.
The Committee felt that more attention  should be paid to the quality of life and
the environment when planning  economic growth. The Social Budget should the-
refore be looked upon as a complete unit of the Community's medium-term  economic
policy.
The Committee took it upon itself to issue an Opinion on the coordination of
employment  policies, in which it said that employment  policy should be dealt with
as part of the crisis as a whole. For too long some had tried to explain it 
^way as a purely cyclical phenomenon.
After taking a look at the various national, set-ups in the Member States, the
Committee noted that employment policy and objectives should be aligned on a
few main themes; only controlled  growth would enable the western economies to
achieve a high level of. employment.  Above all, any decision or action taken
required  the cooperation  of the public authorities and the economic and social groups
concerned. This naturally applied both at national and Community  level.
Social inequality was again the theme in the Committee's  Opinion  on the progressive
extension of welfare schemes  to cover people insufficiently  protected, or left out,
of present schemes. The Committee pointed out that the brunt of the economic
crisis had been borne by " 
few particularly  vulnerable  social groups and inequalities
had increased in some countries because of the inconsistencies in present  welfare
schemes.
In another Opinion,  namely  that on the economic  and social situation of women in
the European Community, the Committee  called for a maior change in attitudes and
mentalities  to enable women to be given equal treatment and opportunity  in econo-
mic life. The problems of migrant workers were pointed out in an Opinion on
extending trade union rights to such workers. The Committee attached particular
importance to the guidelines  on civil and political rights and the aims of the social
action programme being embodied as quickly as possible in formal Commission
proposals to the Council.
The Committee  issued an Opinion on a proposed  directive on schooling  for migrant
workers' children in which it said that such children should receive additional
schooling and training to take account of their particular situation and especially
their need to be able to adapt to the language and culture of the host country, while
at the same time retaining and developing  their knowledge  of their own tongue  and
culture.
The Committee also issued an Opinion on the provision of safety information at
places of work. It said that accidents at work cost the EEC economy  more than
15 000 million units of account  each year, quite apaft from the incalculable human
and social cost to those involved.
4. Economlc  pollcy
In the field of economic and financial  questions, the Committee has focused  atten-
tion on the continuing  problems of unemployment, inflation  and growth. At the
t7-beginning  of the year the Committee gave an Opinion, or its own initiative' on
' Unempl-oyment in the Community'.  It concluded that, for greater effectiveness.
the MJmber States should  get together at Community level so that more coordinated
actions may be possible. lt  said that in the short-term, Community  and national
measures can only be effective in achieving their intended  objectives so long as
they are supported  by small- and medium-sized  businesses, workers, the professions
and the professional organizations.
In order to bring some influence to bear on the preparation of public budgets for
1977, and on the Commission's  proposals on economic policy to be followed
within the Community for the remainder of 1976, the Committee  gave its first
Opinion on the 'Economic situation in the Community' in May. In it, the Com-
mittee draw particular attention to the danger of increasing  further the disparities
between the national economic situations, and to the necessity of Member States
giving first priority to measures tackling the scourge of inflation and unemployment.
It urged that the level of new investments be stopped  up, and that ways be found
of enabling companies to improve their profitability. It also pointed to the need
for supply to be controlled.
In October, the Committee pressed Member  States to direct their current  national
economic policies  towards the medium-term goals contained  in the Resolution made
at the June Tripartite Conference  held in Luxembourg. In its Opinion on the
' Commission's  Annual Report on the economic situation in the Community',  the
Committee concentrated particularly on ways of creating new employment. It saw
the present economic situation,  and short-term prospects, in a more gloomy light
than did the Commission.  It said that recovery plans must be coordinated, control-
led and directed specifically towards investment and employment creation. In the
short-term, the Committee said public sector investment will have to produce a
greater dynarnic for growth.  Private sector investment  needs to be boosted by selec-
tive investment incentives. The Committee  concluded by saying that Member States
must not adopt policies which endanger expansion  elsewhere  in the Community.  It
said that if  national target $owth rates are identified, and the components  of
demand  identified,  the basis of some embryonic synchronization precess  (coordination)
on recovery is provided.
The Committee  gave its Opinion  on the Commission's 'IVth medium-term economic
policy programme'  in November. The Committee  held that the medium-term goals
for employment,  economic growth  and price stability should  be more ambitious than
those contained in the general programme. It stated that if a lasting success is to
be achieved in the fight against  inflation, a monetary and credit policy, aimed at
stability, will have to be combined with structural measures to reduce social tensions
and to increase flexibility. However, the Committee believed most fervently that
the major economic  policy problem during the coming years is the achievement of
a lasting return to full employment. There was general agreement on the goals to
be pursued  within the framework of the IVth medium-term economic policy pro-
gramme, but the Committee found it more difficult to reach consensus in assessing
the Programme's basic trend. Should full employment be a priority goal or is full
employment inseparably linked to economic growth and stability and with full
employment  representing the outcome of. a growth policy ? The Committee stressed
the evolving nature of the Programme,  and looked to the Commission to translate
the plans into concrete  economic policy measures.
18EIn the late Spring the Committee gave its Opinion  on the Council's proposal  for the
establishment  of a European Community Institute for economic analysis and re-
search. The Committee welcomed  the proposal, but wanted the proposed  Institute
to deal with the social aspects of the economic  problems being researched. It saw
the proposed Institute's role as one of stimulatory coordinator  and catalyst in its
relationship  with existing national research  institutes. It further considered that
the proposed European  Institute's Management  Board include a stronger represent-
ation of. the Community's  social and economic  organization.
A number of Opinions were given concerning the harmonization  of taxes 3 on
company taxation and withholding taxes on dividends ; on taxes on manufactured
tobacco; on indirect  taxes on transactions  in securities; on mutual assistance by the
competent  authorities of Member States in the field of direct taxation.
In view of the generally  peace-meal manner in which the Committee  sees Community
proposals  being made to harmonize taxes, a decision  was made by the Committee
in September to carry out a Study on the general problem of fiscal harmonization
and the criteria and goals that should be adopted by the Community in this context.
At the year-end, the Committee gave its Opinion on the proposal to introduce the
European Unit of Account (EUA) for bud getary puqposes  as from January 1978.
5. Reglonal pollcy
In March, the Economic  and Social Committee adopted an Opinion entitled
'Regional  development  problems of the Community during the period I975-L977
and the establishment  of a common regional policy', in which it took a stand on
several of the basic problems connected with the initial activities of the Regional
Fund and the working out of. a Community regional policy.
The opinion  stressed vigorously that aid from the Regional  Fund should supplement,
and not replace, regional aid granted by national governments,  so as to help
progressively towards getting new projects  under way or speeding up the completion
of projects  already planned. At the same time, an attempt should be made to
concentrate aid in those regions which were most in need and in the key industries
in such regions.
The Committee's  Rapporteur was able to read out part of the Opinion to the
European Parliament's Regional  Policy and Transport Committee.
The Committee continued to play an active role in the field of regional policy, and
Cecided in February to prepile an Opinion on its own initiative  entitled 'How
regional development helps to solve unemployment and inflation problems  by
distributing  the labour force in a more balanced way'. The Opinion is part of, a
draft study that will attempt to highlight the serious  unemployment and inflation
problems that are a feature of the present economic and social situation in the
Community.
In its previous  Opinions on the preparation  of a common regional policy, the
Committee asked that local and regional representatives be given an opportunity  of
FIg_playing a more active paft in preparing 1nd jmplementing  regional development
programmes. The Commirtee iottiitt,r.f this line in its two latest opinions by
laui."ting the involvement of regional  authorities in the various Member States,
with the iarticular  view, in the iecond opinion, of examining ,hg experiments
carried out in some regions-designed to create more jobs-through  regional develop--
menr. This would be done eitf,er through hearing qualified speakers or through
questionnaires.
In July, the Commission  published  the First annual report o1. tle European  Regioqal
Developmenr  Fund I1TS and a Summ ary analysis of annual information t976. The
Committee decided ro issue an Opinion on these two documents.
One of the main poinrs of the reporr is that the present economic crisis makes it
even more compelling  to incre"r. ih. regional development efforts. The Committee
therefore insists thai a larger Fund is ieeded. It "lto 
draws the attention to the
erosion of the Fund thro.rgi inflation and advocates  that ways and means be found
to restore the Fund to its Jrigin"l value and to counteract  the inflatory effects on the
Fund in the future.
In view of the increasing importance of the teniary sector in  relation to
crearion the Commirtee ,rtg.r- that greater emphasis be put on this sector in
new Fund Regulation.
iob
the
Finally, the Committee  urges that Member States should further the p,articipation  of
irrteresied parties at local 
"and 
regional level in the planning -Td implementation of
regional developmenr projects to be assisted by the Regional Development  Fund.
6. lndustrial PolicY
f'he Committee concentrated on the Community's  work on the various sectoral
policies. Opinions were delivered  on Commurity  data processing policy, the scoPe
?ot developing advanced  technology by liberalizing public purchasitg, the aero-
nautical action programme and the research programme on footwear.  The Com-
mittee express.d  irr" supporr for the Commission's  efforts to define and implement
a genuine Community industrial policy.
In its Opinion on the liberalization  of public purchasitg, the Committee  stressed
that Communiry  trade in the advanced  technology  sector has remained virtually
static since the establishment  of the Customs Union. The creation of a common
market for public purchasing  in this area would make for substantial economies
on the cosr of advanced technology  products.  The relevant  Community undertaking
were well disposed to measures  to open the market and welcomed  the prospect of
Community-lwel  comperition.  Any Jteps in this direction were however contingent
on guaranteed 'fair pl"y', effective giu.-"ttd-take and adherence to certain rules.
Theie matters requirid a 
-sectoral 
approach and a complete understanding  _of -the
problems involved *"r  essenrial.  Tiansition periods would be necessary  and close
.oopetrtion between purchasers  and suppliers in the various sectors was a Pre-
requisite for laying down deadlines.
Following an analysis of k.y sectors  such as dataprocessing,  telecommunications,
railways, rhe aircraft industry, nuclear energy and military equipment'  the Com-
mittee reached the following  conclusions :
-20-Transparency, in public purchasing of advanced technol oW products 
, should be
.rr.o,ri"ged.  In rhis t.rpott the ' rJporting and complaints procedure ', ' threshold '
and othlr points will be significant, as will be the ' list system ' in all sectors where
it is acceptable.
Governmenrs  should give details of the purchasiog organizations and supply or-
ganizations covered by- the Council directive on supplies -curreTtly 
under discussion.
tn.y should also discuss future Community action and timing with the sectors
concerned.
Given the significance of public contracts for small and medium-sized  businesses,
the CommirrToo  should ,trire ro ensure that th.y get their f.ait share of advanced
technology  contracts.
Dealing with the airc raft industry the Cornmittee  stated : ' A technical and financial
frameiork  which is conducive  to the growth of the EEC aircraft, industry,  a blue-
pii"r f"t  future developments,  consulfadon  on progr-ammes  these "are initial
il."r-.,rt goals which it ihould be possible to attain without insuperable difficulties.'
In this connection the Committee proposed  :
(i)  the setting up of a European Office for Airworthiness Certification.  This would
afford, ,rr.rr'and the p,rbti. authorities every guarantee  as to the enforcement
and up-to-dateness  of the relevant rules ;
(ii) common certification in respect of nuisance  reduction;
(iii) common standards;
(iv) common  sales-financing  machinery to facilitate sales and after-sales  back-up.
All these measures shJuld form a coherent whole. They should improve  the
presenr  position of Communiry  manufacturers vis-l-vis their competitors  and
ir.lp them to overcome  difficuities without special measures each time a sale
is made;
(v) the crearion of a genuine  EEC market. This must be considered  a matter of
prioriry and " 
,r..Jrsary prelimi nary to the framing of an effective civil aircraft
manufacturing  policy.
The implemenrarion of these measures  would be al important steP forward. The
programme  for the civil and military sector should be implemented  in parallel with
pto[t.ts in the political  organization  of European union.
The Commigee  has also recently decided to exercise its right of initiative to deliver
an Opinion on measures to cope with industrial change and its impact on
employment.
The Committee  has also used its right of initiative to resume work on the situation
of small and medium-sized  industries, which began with ^ 
Study in L971. An
Opinion is scheduled for L977.
The Committee also aired its views on freedom of establishment  and freedom to
provide  services. Opinions were delivered on (a) an amended proposal seeking to
make it easier in practice for lawyers to exercise freedom to provide  services,  and
(b) the second diiective on insurance other than direct life insurance.
-2r-The Committee intends to monitor developments  in connection with freedom  of
establishment. It intends to deliver Opinions on amended Commission  proposals  in
respect of the different professions.
The Committee  was also exercised by customs harmonization. Opinions were
issued on temporary importation  procedures, remission  of import and export  duties,
and customs  debt.
7. Technlcal barrlers
The Committee  has long been concerned with the elimination  of technical barriers
to trade. This year opinions were delivered  on : motor vehicles, Iifting equipment,
measuring  instruments, and food. The Committee came out in favour of 'total '
harmonization.  Nevertheless  the commission opted for ' optional ' harmon ization
in its amended proposal on mayonnaise  despite the fact th,at the Committee  has
endorsed  the previous proposal  calling for 'total ' harmonizarion.
The Study Group on technical barriers spent several months drafting an Opinion
on preciotq metals. Once again the Committee put forward original 
-proposals 
for
soJyils highly technical  problems affecting the eConomic and so.ial interesr groups
which it represents.
8. External  relatlons
The Economic and Social Committee  has continued to follow with interesr all
aspects- of the Community's external policy. It has kept an eye on developments in
a number of fields: relations with the ACP countries-within-the  framework  of the
Lom6 Convention; the multilateral GATT negotiations; the general ized tariff. pre-
ferences scheme; relations with the countries of the Uiditerrirr."r,  basin; relations
with the EFTA countries.
The Committee has, in particular, delivered an Opinion approving the setting up
of a-Europeln Exgort Bank to help finance largescile projeits offer"ed on the world
market .by firms. belonging to more than onJ Community counrry. Ir feels that
the setting uP of_ such a bank is needed as an instrumenr in tit. Community's
common  trade policy and in order to put Community firms on the same commercial
footing as their Japanese and American  counterparts.
The Committee has re-affirmed its appraval  in principle for the general ized, tafiff
preferenges  applied by the Communiry to imports-from-developing iountries. It has
approved an extension  of the scheme  proposed  for 1977, in ih.ligftt of the Com-
munity's responsibilities towards the developing counrries. This Extension of the
::1.*., 
however,  has given the Communiry an opportunity  to level serious criticism
(i) !h. growing imbalance between the policy of the Community  ro increasingly
become outwatd-looking  on- the one hand, and the lack of any progress in 16
internal organization  and policies, or the other;
(ii) the lack of integration  benveen the Community's  medium-term industrial and
agricultural developmenr and its external policy.
-22_The Commirree has also adopted an Opinion approving  the establishment  of a
European agency for trade cooperation with the developing countries.
The Commi6ee has conrinued to keep abreast of GATT negotiations in order that
a formula can be worked out whereby the representatives of economic and social
interest groups in the Community  can participate in these negotiations. It has also
carried o,rt studies on the Communiryts relations with Portugal and on the Com-
*.tniry" policy with regard ro relations between the industrialized and developing
countries.
Last but not least, a new round of informal talks have been held benveen the ESC's
Section for External Relations and representatives of socio-economic  interest groups
on the Consultative  Committee  of EFTA.
9. Energy poltcY
At the beginning of the year, the Committee  gave its Opinion on the 'Dnft
Regulation-(EEc)-  of the Council regardi ng ? Communit-y procedure  for information
"nj 
consulration'  on the prices of crude oil and petroleum products in the Com-
munity'. The information system was proposed by the Commission in order to
brirrg 
"bo,rr 
a greater  degree of transparency in the Community oil market- Under
it, iiformation" on the irices of .t,td. oii and petroleum*pro-ducts would be
furnished by certain oil companies to the Member  States. The latter would then
pass this information  on to the Commission.
The Commitree  approved the objective of greater transparency. - - Fo*ever' it
*gg.rt"d that aggregated  informaiio" for each Member State would be sufficient
to meer this obiJc"tivE, provided that the Member States could, if need be, back up
this information with detailed data on each company.
The Council, following this compromise formula, adopted the measure, not as e
neldation but as a Directive addiessed to the Member  States. It stipulated that
rhe" information would be furnished in aggregated form, but that, in the event of
anomalies  or inconsistencies in the figurJs,  the Member States could be asked to
provide the appropriate and aggteg-^tid informatiol  supplie{- by the undertaking-9.
itt line with futther requesrs  from the Committee, the Council incorporated specific
written assurance on the purposes for which the information could be used, and o-n
pro.rdnres ro be follo*ri in drawing  up any such measures  as might subsequently
appear necessary.
In an own initiative Opinion,  the Committee welcomed  the more positive approach
towards Communiry  .n.tgy policy which seemed to emerge from the meeting of
the European Council in lio*e on 1 and 2 December  L975. Commenting on ,-h.
Commirrion proposals for the implementation of the guidelines drawn up a-t this
meeting, the C-ommimee  called btt the Commission t9 Press ahead with the
pr.p"riiiol of detailed proposals. It -urged the Council to adopt quickly the
diff.t.ttr proposals  which had been before it  for some time, such as those on
solidariry r111otrg the EEC partners in the event of oil supply difficulties and the
financin g of nuclear installations.
-23-The Committee noted that the proposal for a US $ 7 minimum price for imported
oil constituted the main new element in the Commission's  policy. It called on the
Commission  to provide details on how this proposal was to be put into effect and
to identify the positive or negative  effects it could have in the different regions of
the Community.  It should also give details on the effects of a minimum  price for
energy producers, energy-using  industries  and private consumers.
In the Committee's  view, it was particularly important to pursue protection  policy
in the Community in a balanced manner  on all fronts. It agreed that further study
should be given to possible measures dealing with coal stocks, aids to coking
coal, uranium prospecting,  technological development  projects and exploration
in the hydrocarbons'  sector, and the financing of nuclear installations.
The Committee also stressed  the importance of international  cooperation benneen
the major enerry producers,  exporters  and consumers. It recommended that efforts
to secure such agreement at the Conference on International  Economic Cooperation
(North-South  Dialogue)  should be pursued as a top Community prioriry.
In the research and development field, the Commirtee produced a Study on the
' Obiectives  and priorities for a common research and development  policy'. The
Study, based on two prelimi nary policy papers prepared by the Commission, took
as its starting point the overall long-term economic and social objectives of the
Qgmmuniry.  These, it said should  include : the furtherance of the well-being  of
all the Community's  citizens, balanced economic and social development and- the
promotion of international cooperation.
A total of L7 recommendations were made in the Study. These were presented in
working document form at an international symposium organized by the Com-
mission in Milan on 24 to 26 May 7976 on ' A science and technol oW policy for
the European Community'.  Over a hundred representatives of interested ie.torr - scientists,  senior officials, industrialists,  trade unions, Economic  and Social Com-
mittee, and national and European  parliamentarians  took part. They adopted
a ^comprehensive  series of recommendations for submission to the Commission,  many
of which directly re-echoed points made by the Committee.  The points taken up
included  :
(i)  the need to base long-term R & D policy on broadly based intersectoral  studies;
(ii) the creation of a suitable long-term planning  instrument;
(iii) the devotion of major attention to 'the important general trend toward a new
and better way of life';
(iv) the inclusion of raw materials'  management as a specific objective of Communiry
science and technology policy;
(v) the inclusion of improved economics (minimizing duplication) as a criterion
for the selection  of R Sc D proiects;
(vi) the creation of a consultative  committee  for industry ro ensure  dialogue  between
the Commission  and those mainly interested in carrying out R 6c D projecrs.
I" 
-r-ht- light -of these and other submissions, the Commission is shortly expected to
publish in final form its blueprint for Community R S( D policy in the coming
years.
-24-In its Opinion  on the ' Proposal for a multiannual  research  programme  for the Joint
Research  Centre L977-L980  ', the Committee  endorsed  the ten individual  research
programmes put forward.
Specifically, it called for further intensification  of effort in the field of plutonium
fuels and actinide research. The solar energy programme  should be subject to
future re-examination with a view to achieving  greater selectivity.  The Committee
welcomed the degree of streamlining  achieved by replacing the 22 actions of the
previous multiannual  programme by the t0 programmes. Finally, it welcomed  the
new budgeting  and ' rolling programme' affangements as features designed  to
improve  the continuity of the JRC's work.
During the year, the Committee  approved the proposal 'reviewing  the Energy
research and development programme  adopted by the Council's Decision of 22
August 7975'. It also endorsed the'Four-year  period programme  t977/80 in the field
of scientific and technical information '.  However, it considered that the proposed
budget for the latter of 5m u.a. to be very small, so much so that it would have to
be increased if the programme was to achieve its objectives.
The Committee  welcomed the Commission's initiative in  putting forward  a
n Proposal for a Council Regulation containing provisions to enable the international
Atomic Energy Agency to carry out inspections and verifications in the territories
of the Member  States of the European Atomic Energy Communiry'.  It called on
the Council to enact the Regulation as quickly as possible. Otherwise the deadline
for the non-proliferation  of nuclear weapons would be overrun. The Community's
supply of nuclear  fuels could then possibly be placed in ieopardy. The Committee
also regretted  that nuclear safeguards' systems  differed between  Member States. It
called on the Commission to continue to press for the introduction within the
foreseeable future of uniform  safeguards and powers of inspection.
On I  June 7976, the Council adopted a Directive laying down the revised basic
safety standards for the health protection of the general public and workers against
the dangers of ionizing  radiation.  The Directive incorporated a number of recom-
mendations made by the Committee.  Firstly, it specified that ' the creation of a
speciali zed radiation protection unit shall be required for all establishments in which
there is a serious  risk of exposure or contamination. This unit, which may be shared
by several establishments,  shall be distinct from production and operation  units '.
Secondly,  the limits relating to women  of reproductive capacity and during pregnancy
were more accurately defined. At the Committee's  request, the Directive laid down
that ' planned  special exposures' (i.e. certain doses in excess of maximum permissible
doses) ' must not be authorized ... if the worker is a woman of reproductive  capa-
city'. Thirdly, a clause setting a basic norm for protective  devices was dropped,
after the Committee had requested  clarification of the practical conditions  under
which it could be applied. Fourthly, on the Committee's advice, all medical sur-
veillance  work was placed under the responsibiliry of single category of doctor (i.e.
'Approved  Medical Practitioners'). Finally, a number of the technical definitions
used in the Directive were reworded along the lines suggested by the Committee.
10. The environment  - 
Qsnsumption
Tflith the appearance  of the Commission's  Second Action Programme on the environ-
ment, covering the years t977-L981, the Committee took the opportunity of
-25reiterating  its support for the Community's objectives and the principles behind them.
The Committee particularly welcomed the proposals to assess the impact on the
environment of development  schemes and introduce  a mapping system to be used
as a basis for taking decisions.
In the Committee's  view, effective  control of pollution and nuisances and action to
improve the quality of life were essential if economic activity was to be developed
harmoniously.  Traditional methods for making economic calculations should the-
refore be revised. It was not enough to base the calculation of economic growth
and gross national product solely on the increase in material wealth. A  more
realistic  method would put improvement  in the environment and in living conditions
generally in the 'gains '  column, and destruction and degradation of  natural
resources (air, water, soil) or the cost of regenerating  them in the ' losses ' column.
The Committee felt that the most important recommendation  made in the Action
Programme was that national policies should be coordinated so as to overcome the
handicap of limited ressources and improve the international competitiveness  of
Community firms.
The Committee  also looked at a whole series of proposed  directives put forward as
part of the implementation of the first Action Programme  on the environment. It
drew the attention of the Communiry authorities  to the effects that the recommended
measures could have on the economy and the employment situation.
Turning to international  relations, the Committee welcomed the Communiry's.
initiatives  towards cooperation with non-member countries and recommended  that
international  agreements  signed by the Community  as such should be embodied in
national legislation.
Point 49 of the Community's preliminary programme  for a policy on prorecring and
informing  consumers,  which was adopted by the Council on 14 April 7975, said thar
this programme  was to be considered as the first stage of a bigger programme rhat
might have to be developed later. As a result, the Committe is greatly interested
in having a general  debate on policy towards  consumers leading to an 'own-
initiative' Opinion along the lines of previous Committee Opinions on Community
policies in specific fields. 's7hatever options are chosen in the fielcl of consumer
aff.airs are likely to have a profound influence on the developmenr  of Europe.
Turning to specifics, the Committee has issued an Opinion on the labelling and
prelentation of food, in which it showed up a number of loopholes that might
nullify the proposed  Council Directive. Difficulties  might arise for both distributors
and final recipients  because the proposal is vague on defining what is meanr by the
' ultimate consumer' and what products are to be covered. The Committee thinks
that it is essential for the manufacturer  to show on the packaging how long the food
in question will remain fully fit for consumption and retain its essential qualities
and what precautions should be taken to make it keep.
The Committee also looked at a proposed  directive banning sixteen  colouranrs  that
could be used in food. It welcomed the Community's  work to prorec people's
health and called upol the Commission  to follow up the conclusionJ reached by the
Scientific Committee for Food on acceptable daily intakes for adults and chiidren
and on limiting  the use of certain colouranrs.
26CHAPTER  III
PRESS REI..ATIONS AND OUTSIDE ECHO
It 1 Ylar in which all nine Member States of the Communiry have had to struggle with the nryin problems oJ unemployment  and inflatio"; p;biic opinion has become
steadily more accustomed  to -thi practice of governm.rit, lending an extremely
attentive  ear to the views of the- social p"tti.rr, professional oTganiz"rion, and interest groups. Indeed, in some countries] there 
"rJ 
formal agreements,  in others, implicit ones, made by thesg orga,nizations on the one hand 
"rri bt ;;";irr**rs  on the other, to allow economic atta financial  policy to take effect.
fnt- unquestioned grow-th of influence  of economic and social groups on the national
level has not so far had an- equivalent  recognition on that of tfre Cbmmuniry. This
discrep?nc-y is being reproduCed in their t-r-rp..tive national  and .o*-"oioj, images; we find that the world press and media give a high t"iiig ro news related ro national economic problems  and to the tr"ti-orr"l repr"er.ri"riu.r  of the economic
3ttd social 
- groups concerned, but that the interest given to their activities on the European level remains scant. Nevertheless,  some -improvement 
has been noted,
especially in those countries where Committee  member,'h"u.-jiu.r,  accounrs  of their
activities ro the national press.
It must be saidr -h9y.uer, that the Economic  and Social Commimee  generally remains an institution which is little known and whose influenc. ir i"r"fficilntiy--iiogn ized,. Even among informed  circles within the Community, the extent of the Comminee's work is underrated. In this respect it might be of inter.ri ro nore that out of 162 opinions  delivered by the Committee in ihe period 1972-19t76,  on legislation dealr
ryith -by the Council, the Committee 
"pptou.i 
the Commission,s  draft in 6s cases. of the remaini ng ?7 dissenting opinions,  70 were taken into accounr when the Council  drew up the final textJ. bf co,rtr., such a- purely statistical finding musr be qualified  as the degree of influence of the Commitiee's  tpi"iot on the final rexr of the Council -may be considerable  or slight, 
""a ,fr. i-ira  of the directive or regulation may be wide or narrow. Neverti.llss,  th. pt;ili"n  of poririu. results (720/o) shows that the Committee  has a genuine 
"udi.rr.i i" ,lr.-n*.curive  institutions In addition, in the past three years, the Committee  delivere  a is opinions on its own initiative, whose suggestions were noted by the Council or the Commission.
A further handicap to the Committee's  image is that.its very- title is misleading as in all community languages  a commiftee  is ionsidered 
" ,-"ll  entiry. It is difficult for the media to preseni the Commiftee as an assembly. --n"rticularly 
in those countries  where there are no national  equivalents to the Economic and Social Com- mittee, its activities are often unknown or misunderstood. i; should nor be men- tioned in the press without an explanation  of its functions.
It is in -the specialize-d nrgss that the Economic  and social Commiftee  can best make its mark and towards which a large part of our efforts ir;;;g  dire*ed.
-27  -Though it is difficult ro gauge the overall impact of the Committee's activities on
the news media -  it is only possible to go by the very incomplete  number of news-
p^prt clippings received in the Sec retarix - 
there has been an improvement in the
quality of the reporting.
Because of its news value,  space is often given to opinions in which the Committee
dissented with the Commisiion's  proposals.  This was true for such opinions as
farm prices, the tax on vegetable oils, or controversial opinions such as the one on
working hours of lorry diivers. The Committee's opinions  -delivered on its own
initiativ-e  have generally had a particularly good echo, especially that on unemploy-
menr, but also-that  on the situation of wornen in the Commu{ly. In r!.  debate
on European  Union, the Committee's opinion. on the subject, although adopted in
J,tly tgiS, continued ro receive attention in the press in connection with Mr Tin-
demans' address to the plenary  session.
The visits of the,Chairman to several of the capitals  and section meetings held away
from Brussels that of the industry section in London, the regional  section in
Clermont  Ferrand, the agricultural  section in Coventry, the environment section in
Munich, 4s well as the lisit of a study group to Portugal - 
provided the kind
of marerial  welcomed by the press, especially  by television. This most valuable
medium can best bring to the people the image of the Committee a$ an institution
which is directly concettred with their problems through the kind of representatives
familiar ro them. Television interviewi given about the Committee for Greece and
Turkey also helped ro spread news about its role and activities beyorrd the confines
of the Community.
The election of the new Chairman in the October plenary session was given good
coverage  in several member countries.
Another sector which is helping to extend knowledge and information about the
Committee  is that of its own publications.  Every year, opinions and studies of the
Committee  are being published in printed form and given a wide distribution.  In
the year under review,  the Committee  published the study on 
3 Systems -of education
and vocational training', the opinion on ' Regional policy', and the study on
n Research and development'.  The policy of building up over the years a readily
available  documentation  for the general public has led to the present situation when
the Commitree  disposes  of the Yearbook, one monthly publication,  three brochures
,and one leaflet givlng general information about its functions and six brochures  of
different opinions  and studies.
Evidence  that this activity replies to a genuine demand is shown by the fact that
requests  for the brochure  on ' Education and vocational training' were such that the
firit edition of. 2200 copies was exhausted in three months and a reprint had to be
ordered. A second edilion for the 'Progress Report on the Common Agricultural
policy', had ro be made in 7975, while a reprint of 'The situation of small and
medium-sized  enterprises ' was found to be necessary  in L976 to meet the various
request from the professional  organizations  and Community  institutions.
The number of groups which take in the Economic and Social Committee in their
visits ro the Communify  rose considerably in L976, bringing the total number  of
visitors received ro !700. They included editors, iournalists,  industrialists,  trade
-28-unionists, representatives of the professions, farmers, students,  as well as European,
national and regional civil servants not to mention delegations from Greece, Turkey,
Israel erc. Re{uests for information  and for Committee papers and opinions
remained well above the thousand mark.
An innovation in the course of the year was the launching by the Secretariat of a
new periodical intended for the Committee  members :  'Information briefs '.  It
"tt.*-pts 
ro keep members informed mainly of latest developments in the Community
and the European policies of professional  organizations.
A review of the Committee's  impact on the Member States does allow the conclusion
that it depends  to a large exteni on the willingness  of members to act as its spokes-
men. They are nation;Uy known figures and it is their action on the European
level which lends authority to the Committee's opinions. In addition, they are
influential  figures in their national professional  organization and m1y encourage
their organiition's respecrive magazines or journals to give space and recognition
to the Economic and Social Committee's activities.
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THE GROUPS
Article 19 of the Rules of Procedure gives official recognition to the Groups. Tlt.
role and working methods of the Gro,rps "t. 
dealt with in Bureau Instructions. The
position of the thir. Groups of the Committee should be consolidated  by the decision
that each group should have a minimum of 30 members.
Group I  is made up of employers of large-scale  undertakings;
- 
Group II is the group of trade union rePresentatives  ;
Group III is made up of representatives  of various interests.
Group | - Employers
The Employers  Group, which it will be recalled  comprises representatives of private
and pubiic industry, io-*erce, rransport and the banking and insurance sectors,  has
at piesent forry-rwo members under the chairmanship  of Mr Jean de Precigout.
Irith the effecriveness  of the Committee in mind, the Group has made every effort
to reach agreement  on a common view whenever possible.
It has also provided rapporteurs for a wide range of opinions, a few of which ate
shown in the following  list:
Creation of a European Export Bank
Liberation of public purchassing
- 
Harmonization of company taxation
- 
Mutual  cooperation  to prevent tax evasion
- 
Conservation  and management of fishery resources
Action in the field of transPort infrastructure
Common  rules for road haulage
Generalized tariff preferences  1977
- 
Portugal
- 
Industrial change and employment.
On a wider scale, the Group has taken care, each time the opportunity was
presented in the course of Committee work, to express its deep concern at delays
*ttictt impede the realization of European economic union and thus hinder Com-
munity progress  towards  monetary  union.
-31The Group has been unanimous also in registering  its anxiety about the effect on
employ.nent in Community  countries of the inflation which has been developing
during recent  months.
Great importance is attached by the Group to using all possible means to permit
the Community to reach its abiectives  by proper use of the existing institutions.  This
view in no way prejudices it against any improvements which might be brought
to bear on their functions.
This year it was the turn of Group I to propose a candidate to take on the duties
of Chairman of the Committee. The suggestion that this responsibitrity should be
offered to a member from one of the countries which had recently ioined  the
European  Economic Community was accepted, and the Group was delighted when
the iandidate presented  was elected by a unanimous vote of the Iiconomic and
Social Committee.
The following  members of Group I were elected to the new Bureau :
Mr van Campen
Mr de Ferranti  (chairman)
Mr Hipp
Mr Loughrey
Mr Masprone
Mr Renaud
Mr R0mer.
Group ll - The workers group
Group II has a current strength of 50 and is the spokesm an for the European  trade
union organizations  represented on the Economic and Social Committss.
At the elections in October L976, the following Group II members  were elected
to the ESC Bureau :
Mr van Greunsven  (Netherlands NKV - FNV) (vice-chairman)
Mr Delou.rme (Belgium - FGTB)
Mr Friedrichs (Germany - DGB)
Mr Nielsen Th. (Denmark - LO)
Mr Scalia (Italy - CGIL)
Mr Soulat (France - CFDT)
Mr '$7alsh (United Kingdom - TUC)
Mr Debunne (Belgium - FGTB) was appointed Group Chairman  and Mr Pfeiffer
(Germany - DGB) and Mr Nielsen Th. (Denmark - LO) were appointed Vice-
Chairmen.
During L976 Group II members  served as rapporteur  for a number of Opinions
of particular interest to workers  :
Unemployment  in the Community;
-32-- 
Annual report on the economic situation  ;
- 
Fourth medium-term  economic policy programme;
Communiry  work on the coordination of employment policies;
Specific  measures  to assist elderly workers, young workers  and women wishing
to resume work;
- 
Alignment of certain social provisions on road transport (Third Social Regul-
ation);
- 
Price of crude oil and petroleum  products;
Safery information  at the workpl ace.
The above Opinions  clearly show that, in the context of the continuing  recession,
Group II's main concern  was, as in 1975, the fight against inflation  and achieving
full employment.
As regards the fight against inflation, the Group stressed the significance of structural
change  since inflation could no longer be contained by restricting demands.
Group lll - Various  interests
Group III brings together representatives  of agriculture, small- and medium-sized
industrial, commercial  and craft firms, families,  the professions, the service industries,
consumers and members of the general public. In spite of their diversity, Group III
members are united by the feeling of representing  socio-economic  categories which,
because of their special features or particular structure, must be able to make their
views heard separately.
In 1976 Group III appreciated  the fact that the Chairman of the Committee held
regular meetings between himself, the Vice-Chairmen of the Committee  and the
Chairmen of the three Groups. These meetings  proved to be extremely  useful,
constructive and beneficial to all parties. In spite of differing interests  and affili-
ations, members of Group III found they had a great deal in common. This was
reflected in a greater sense of unity within the Group.
The trade organizations and socio-economic  groups which Group III represented
became  keenly aware of their place and role in the dialogue benveen the Community
Institutions  and the Economic and Social Committee. By always tackling problems
in depth, Group III was able to adopt clear-cut stands and asserr irs identiry.
The regular meetings of the Group's Bureau were extremely useful. Their purpose
was to prepare agendas for group meetings  and so improve  the efficiency of the
Group's work. The Bureau of the Group also held frequent meetings with members
of Group III represented  on the Committee's Bureau. This prevented confused
situations from arising on a number of occasions and made it easier for the Group
to speak with a single voice on important matters.
The high rate of attendance  at group meetings  was a further illustration of the
importance  individual  members  attach to the Group.
Assisted by the Secretariat, the Chairman of Group III made every effort to establish
close links with a wide variery of external organizations whose interests  are re-
-33presenred by Group III.  This was a vitally important  step in coordinating the
interests and mobilizing the efforts of these organizations. It also proved to be
a valuable source of information for the Group.
Finally, in Octob er t976, the Group unanimously  re-elected Sir John Peel Chairman.
The following members of Group III were elected to the Committee's  new Bureau :
Mr  Berns (vice-chairman)
Mr  Canonge
Mr  de Bruyn
Mrs Evans
Mr  O'Keeffe
Mr  Piga
Mrs Strobel
*34-CHAPTER  V
ATTENDANCE  AT CONFERENCES
To act effectively, the Committee must maintain  close links with trade asociations
in Europe by attending  congtesses, meetings and seminars  held by these bodies.
Although it was not possible to accept all the invitations, the Chairman,  other
members and representatives of the Secretariat did manage benveen them to attend
the following  :
10th Anniversary of the French Centre Nationd pour  20 January
I'Am6nagement des Strucnrres des E4ploitations Agri-  Paris
coles (National Farm Improvement  Centre)
European Congress organized by the European Movement 5-7 February
Brussels
Formal sitting of the SCnat d'Honneur EuropCen  14 February
(Honorary European Senate)  Annverp
Round Table organized by the Instinrto di Studi sulle  16 February
Relazioni  Industriali et di Lavoro.  Rome
t}th Annual Meeting of the Proprietary Association 25-27 February
of Europe  London
Exchange of views on the situation of. small- and  15 and 16 March
medium-sized businesses in the EEC ^t 
the German Munich
Craft Industry Confederation's International Craft Fair
1st European Congress on \Vaste Oils  18 and 19 March
Brussels
8th Colloquium organized by the Institute for Euro-  24-26 March
pean Legal Studies  Li&ge
European  Congtess organized by the General Committee 1 and 2 Apfil
of Agricultural Cooperatives  of the European Economic Brussels
Communitl'
29th Round Table organized by the Association  for the  2 and 3 April
Study of the Problems of Europe  Bonn
European Conference  organized by European entre-  8-10 April
preneurs  on the theme 'Participation in Businesses '  Rome
Conference organized  by the Parliamentary  Assembly of  2L-23 April
the Council of Europe  Strasbourg
-35-2nd Congress of the European  Trade Union  22-24 April
Confederation  London
25th African Economic Congress  22 and 2lt April
Milan
58th National Congress  of the French Conf6ddration 4-6 May
Nationale de la Mutualitd,  de la Coopdration  et du  Bordeaux
Crddit Agricole (National Agricultural  Confederarion  for
Mutual Assistance, Cooperation and Credit)
15th Congress of the International  Road Transport 9-I3 May
Union  Brussels
Annual General Meeting of the European Feed Manu-  14 May
facturers' Association  Brussels
Meeting on the international  economic  crisis, organized L0 June
by the Confederation  of Italian Industry (Confindustria) Rome
Conference  organized by IBM  ZZ June
La Hulpe - Belgium
General meeting of the Confederation  of Italian Industry 23 July (Confindustria)  Rome
10th tJ7orld Congress of  the International Political 16-2l August
Science Association  Edinburgh
L4th Congress  of the Association of European Jour-  7-L0 October
nalists  Nice and Monaco
Annual General Meeting of the Pharmaceutical  Group  10-13 October
of the European Community  Naples
Colloquium  on the European Social Charter, organized
by the universitd Libre de Bruxelles (Free university of
Brussels)
8th International  Congress of the International Confe-  19 and 20 November
deration of Executive Staffs  paris
Colloquium  of former trainees of the Communiry with  t9 and 20 November
the theme ' The Democratization of the European Insti-  Paris
tutions '
1st conference  of Presidents of European Community 7 and 8 December
Regions,  held by the Council of European Municipalities  Paris
2nd IBM conference  on Business in Modern Society  9 and 10 December
La Hulpe (Belgrum)
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ELECTION OF THE NEW BUREAU
At its t42nd Plenary Session, the Committee elected a new Bureau for the second
half of the current four-year term-of-office. Mr Basil de Ferranri was elected
Chairman, and Mr Berns and Mr van Greunsven were elected Vice-Chairmen.  The
other members  of the bureau are :
Mr van campen  Mr Delourme  Mr  canonge
Mr Hipp-  Mr Friedrichs  Mr  de Bru-yn
Mr Loughrey  Mr Nielsen T.  Mrs Evans
Mr Masprone  Mr Scalia  Mr  O'Keeffe
Mr Renaud  Mr Soulat  Mr  piga
Mr R/mer  Mr ry7alsh  Mrs Strobel
During t976, the following members resigned : Mr Mascarello, Mr Noordwal,  Lord
Briginshaw, Mr Tranquilli Leali and Mr Lappas. The Council appointed the
following  persons ro succeed them :
Mr Galland
Mr Jonker
Mr I7alsh
Mr Bargoni
Mr Cremer
The Council will shortly appoint replacements for the late Mr Noddings  and for
Mr Charbo, who has resigred.
-37-CHAPTER  VII
INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF THE GENERAL SECRETARIAT
1. Staff
The strucnue of the General Secretariat was re-arranged  to cope with new duties
(research, document processirg) and in the interests  of rational working  methods.
The Bureau proposed  and obtained a small increase in the establishment  (the num-
ber of posts rose from 292 to 302), The ten new posts broke down as follows :
1 Category  A post
3 Category  B posts
5 Category C posts
2 Language Service posts.
A few auxiliary and 'local' staff were also employed.
Further improvements  in working methods enabled the staff, despite its small size,
to cope with the steadily increasing workload.
In the field of personnel  management, emphasis was placed on basic and advanced
training.
2. The budget
Appropriations  for the 1976 financial year totdled 9204000  ll.a. (1 u.a.:Bfrs  50).
This was a 28.56010 increase on the 1975 budget, which totalled 7 I59 000 u.a. of
account.
The significant increase  in the cost of living was direcdy responsible for the increase
in appropriations, the bulk of which went to staffing and meeting  expenses.
3. Structure of the Secretarlat (1976)
SECRETARY-GENERAI
- 
Chef de Cabinet
- 
Adviser for external relations of the Committee
- 
Financial controller
- 
Social assistant.
-39-General directorate  lor information,  planning and coordination of consultatiue  work,
research and documentation - 
Director-General
- 
Press, information and publications  division
Research and documentation  division
Translation  division
Specialized  department for coordinating and processing  documents
Directorate  A - Administration - 
Director
Personn el / Staff regulations  division
Speciali  zed financial  department
Department for internal matters
Directorate  B - Consultatiue uork-  Director
- 
Division for
o economic and financial questions
o external relations
- 
Division for
o social questions
o protection of the environment,  public health and consumer  affairs
Directorate  C - Consultatiue work- Direcor
- 
Division for
I agriculture
I regional development
- 
Division for industry,  comme rce, crafts and services
- 
Division for
o transport and communications
. energy and nuclear questions
Chairman's priuate office
Chef de Cabinet
Group seuetariats
Group I  : Employers
Group II  : 'lTorkers
Group III : Various interests
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LIST OF OPINIONS,
STUDIES AND INFORMATION  REPORTS
ISSUED DURING 1976136th Plenary Sesslon of 28 and 20 January  1976
- 
Farm price proposals
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Caffarelli)
- 
ftssording equipment in road transport
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Vries Reilingh)
- 
lntsrnational bus and coach  services
(Rapporteur  : Mr Gailey)
- 
ffisnitoring of oil prices
(Rapporteur  : Mr Hoffmann)
- 
Colouring matters in food
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
Lead pollution
(Rapporteur  : Mr Eboli)
Common Market for legal profession
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Bruyn)
- 
Seed Potatoes  and Vegetable  Seed
Rapporteur  : Mr Murphy)
- 
Processing and marketing  facilities  for agricultural products
(Rapporteur  : Mr \Vick)
- 
Education of children  of migrant workers
(Rapporteur  : Mr Sloman)
137th Plenary Session of 25 and 26 February  1976
- 
Unemployment  (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Basnett)
- 
Situation of women  (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur  : Mrs Evans)
- 
Action programme for EEC aircraft industry
(Rapporteur  : Mr Evain)
- 
Community data processing  policy
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Ferranti)
Summer time
(Rapporteur  : Mr Renaud)
- 
Drinking  water,  standards
(Rapporteur  : Sir John Peel)
- 
'Waste from titanium dioxide industry
(Rapporteur  : Mr Eboli)
-  Jams, iellies and marmalades
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
- 
Lifts and lifting and mechanical handling apparatus
(Rapporteur  : M. Bourel)
- 
List of less-favoured agricultunl  arcas (French Overseas Departments)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Clavel)
-42-- 
List of less-favoured agricultural areas (France)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Clavel)
- 
Regiond policy (Study)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Maher)
138th Plenary  Sesslon ol 31 March and I Aprll lgZG
- 
European social budget
(Rapporteur  : Mr van Rens)
- 
Coordination of employment policy (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Laval)
- 
f,ssnomic research institute
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Ridder)
- 
Regional policy (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rappofteur : Mr Maher)
- 
flxnsitional common market  organization  for mutton and lamb
(Rapporteur  : Sir Gwilym ITilliams)
-  fax exemption for remporary impoftation  of vehicles
(Rapponeur : Mr de Grave)
- 
Tax exemption  on importation of personal effects
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
- 
Customs warehousing procedure
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
- 
Measuring  systems for liquids other than water
Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
Units of measurement
(Rapporteur  : Mr Carstens)
139th Plenary Seeslon ol 25 and 26 May tg7o
- 
Liberalization of public purchasing and developmenr of advanced technolow
sectors  (own-initiative  Opinion)
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Ferranti)
- 
Economic situation
(Rapporteur  : Mr Margot)
- 
Social situation in L975
(Rapporteur  : Mr Noddings)
- 
f,nsrgy guidelines  adopted by European  Council on 1 to 2 December  L97S
(Rapporteur  i Mr Renaud)
- 
f,slopean Export Bank
(Rappofteur : Mr Henniker-Heaton)
-  Qualifications  of carriers in inland watenilay transporr and munral  recognition
of quali:fications  of carriers in road and inland waierway  rransporr
(Rapporteur  : Mr Fredersdorf)
-43-- 
Driving licences
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
-  \felking conditions  in road transport
(Rapporteur  : Mr Rouzier)
- 
Pslnping of waste at sea
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
- 
Inshore fishing
(Rapporteur  : Mr Piga)
- 
Common market organization  for hops
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bernaert)
- 
Noise levels of cranes and welding and power supply generators
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
- 
Field of vision of motor vehicle drivers
(Rapporteur  : Mr Masprone)
- 
Emission of pollutants from tractor diesel engines
(Rapporteur  : Mr Masprone)
Check-weighing  and grading machines
(Rapporteur  : Mr Clark)
Oilseeds
(Rapporteur  : M. Schnieders)
- 
Refund or remission of import and export duties
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
Communiry  R 6c D policy (Study)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Noordwal)
140th Plenary Session of 30 June and I July 1976
- 
$1sgk Exchange  quotation of securities
(Rapporteur  : Mr Cammann)
Common market in direct insurance other than life assurance
(Rapporteur  : Mr Peyromaure-Debord-Broca)
Common market organization  for potatoes
(Rapporteur  : Mr De Tavernier
- 
Taxes on manufactured  tobacco
(Rapporteur  : Mr O'Ceallaigh)
- 
Use of fuel-oils  so as to reduce  sulphur pollution
(Rapporteur  : Mr Gailey)
- 
European Convention  on protection of animals
(Rapporteur  : Mrs Evans)
- 
Motorcycle sound level and exhausts
(Rapporteur  : Mr Masprone)
- 
Fertilizers
(Rapporteur  : Mr lfick)
- 
Atmospheric pollution by sulphur dioxide and suspended particles
(Rapporteur  : M. Eboli)
-44-- 
Plsservatives  in food
(Rapporteur  : Mr Jaschick)
- 
Mayonnaise
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
141st Plenary Session  of A and 30 September  lg7o
- 
International road haulage
(Rapporteur  : Mr Heimes)
- 
Surface goods transport (road, rail, inland, watenvay)
4 proposals : Observing of goods transport markets;
International rail freight rates;
Road haulage  reference  tariffs;
Inland watennray  rcference tariffs
(Rapporteur  : Mr Heimes)
- 
Action programme for dairy industry
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Caffarelli)
- 
Premium for non-marketing  of milk for cessation of dairy farming
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Caffarelli)
Convention  on protection of Mediterrane an against pollution
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
- 
Monitoring of pollution  of surface fresh water
(Rapporteur  : Mr Eboli)
Company taxation and withholding  taxes on dividends
(Rapporteur  : Mr Peyromaure-Debord-Broca)
- 
Taxes on manufactured  tobacco
(Rapporteur  : Mr O'Ceallaigh)
- 
Agreement on internation al carriage of, perishable foodstuffs (ATP)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Renaud)
1977 Generalized tariff. preferences  scheme proposals
(Rapporteur  : Mr Evain)
- 
JRC Research programme  1977-1980
(Rapporteur  : Mr Schlitt)
Safety information  at the workplace
(Rapporteur  : Mr Kirschen)
- 
ITine
(Rapporteur  : Mr Guillaume)
- 
2nd Community environment  programme
(Rapporteur  : Mr Merli Brandini)
- 
fssd labelling and advertizing
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
- 
f,ssopean foundation for improvement of living and working  conditions
(Rapporteur  : Mrs Evans)
-45-142nd Plenary Sesslon ol 27 and 28 October 1976
- 
Annual  report on the economic situation
(Rapporteur  : Mr Basnett)
- 
ITorking  conditions  in road transport
(Rapporteur  : Mr Hoffmann)
- 
Taxation of security transactions
(Rapporteur  : Mr Cammann)
- 
Veterinary products
(2 proposals)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Chabrol)
Customs  debt
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
- 
Airc raft noise
(Rapporteur  : Mrs Evans)
Scientific and technical education programme
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bonety)
- 
Derogations from EEC veterinary  regulations
(Rapporteur  : Mr Schnieders)
Sardine imports
(Rapporteur  : Mr Clavel)
ltl3rd Plenary Session ol 24 and 25 November  1976
- 
Fourth medium-term  economic policy programme
(Rapporteur  : Mr Friedrichs)
- 
Eradication  of brucellosis, tuberculosis and leukosis in bovines
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
- 
Measures  for expanding markets in the milk and milk products  sector
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
- 
Tax on certain oils and fats
(Rapporteur  : M. Bourel)
Suspension of certain national and Communify  aids to the dairy industry
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
Specific measures to help young and elderly workers and women resuming
gainful employment  (own-initiative Opinion)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Carroll)
- 
First annual report on the European regional  development  fund L975, and the
Summary analysis of annual information  1976
(Rapporteur  : Mr Loughrey)
International Atomic Enerry Agency
(Rapporteur  : Mr Schlitt)
- 
Progressive extension of social protection  to categories of persons not covered
by existing schemes  or inadequately protected
(Rapporteur  : Mr Marvier)
Review of energy R 6c D programme
(Rapporteur  ; Mr Schlitt)
-46-- 
Articles  of precious metals
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
- 
fsstwear industry research programme
(Rapporteur  : Mr Evain)
Measures to adjust the wine-growing potential to market requirements
(Amendment to Regulation  (EEC) No 1162176)
Granting of a conversion premium in the wine sector
(Amendment to Regulation  (EEC) No 1153176)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Guillaume)
- 
Hops
(Amendments to Regulation  (EEC) No 169 6/7I)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bernaert)
- 
Establishment of a European Agency for Trade Cooperation
(Rapporteur  : Mr Romer)
144th Plenary Session  - 15 and 16 December  igTO
- 
Direct taxation
(Rapporteur  : Mr Miller)
The Introduction  of a system of bracket tariffs for the carriage of goods by road
between Member States
(Amendment to Regulation  (EEC) No 3330/75)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Heimes)
- 
Eurofean laying-up  fund for inland waterway vessels
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Vries Reilingh)
Health  problems  affecting trade in fresh poultry  mear
(Supplement  to Amended Directive No 7L/LI$|EEC)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
- 
Protection  of the Rhine against chemical pollution
(Communication  and Additional  Agreement)
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Grave)
Transport infrastructure
(Communication  and rwo Proposals)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Renaud)
- 
European unit of account
(Rapporteur  : Mr van Campen)
Recovery of claims - European  agricultural  guidance  and guarantee fund
(Amendment to the council Directive  of ls March 1976)
(Rapporteur  : Mr Lapie)
- 
Scrutiny of transactions  - European agricultural  guidance  and guarantee fund
(Rapporteur  : Mr Lapie)
Conservation  and management of fishery resources
(Rapporteur  : Miss Mackie)
Common  customs  tariff nomenclature
(Amendment to Regulation  No 9il69)
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Marvier)
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OPINIONS  DRAWN UP BY THE
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL  COMMITTEE
ON ITS OWN INITIATIVE
197&1976)- 
Multilateral  GATT Negotiations  May 1973
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Precigout)
- 
Industrial  and technological  policy programme  November  L973
(Rapporteur  : Mr Kley)
- 
Progress  achieved  in the first stage of economic  and mon-  December 1973
etary union and measures to be taken in the second
stage
Commission memorandum on the improvement of the  February L974
common agriculnrral  policy
(Rapporteur  : Mr Bourel)
- 
Agricultural aspects of the GATT negotiations  February L974
(Rapporteur  : Mr R/mer)
Role of the ESC in the institutional machinery of the  March 1974
Communities
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Bruyn)
- 
E*ployment and the changed sinration in the EEC  May 1974
(Rapporteur  : Mr Debunne)
- 
EEC negotiations  with African  States, the East Indies and  June 1974
the countries of the Pacific
(Rappofteur  : Mr Bodart)
Situation in the EEC  J.rly 1974
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Bruyn)
- 
Energy  f,or Europe - research and development  January 1975
(Rapporteur  : Mr Schlitt)
- 
EEC Mediterranean policy  January 1975
Rapporteur  : Mrs Baduel Glorioso)
- 
Developing countries and the GATT negotiations  January 1975
(Rapporteur  : Mr R/mer)
- 
EEC data-processing  policy  April 1975
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Ferranti)
- 
Education in the EEC  Apritr L975
(Rapporteur  : Dr Sloman)
- 
European union  July 1975
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Bruyn)
-  Telecommunications  September 7975
(Rapporteur  : Mr Roseingrave)
The economic  and social situation of women in the  February 1976
European  Community
(Rapporteur  : Mrs Evans)
50Unemployment  in the EEc  February 1976
(Rapporteur-General  : Mr Basnett)
- 
Regional development  in the Community in I975-n and  March 1976
establishment of an EEC regional policy
(Rapporteur  : Mr Maher)
Coordination  of national  employment  policy instruments March 1976
(Rapporteur  : Mr Laval)
- 
pessibilities  of developing  advanced technol oW sectors May 1976
in the EEC through a policy of liberalizing  public pur-
chasing
(Rapporteur  : Mr de Ferranri)
- 
Specific measures to relieve unemployment  among the  November  1976
elderlS young people and women rerurning to gainful
employment
(Rapporteur  : Mr Carroll)
51ANNEX C
TABLES  INDICATING  THE EXTENT
TO WHICH OPINIONS LED TO PROPOSALS
BEING AMENDED
(1972-1976)
These tables, which cover more than the year under review,
update the follow up given to the Committee  Opinions  in the last four years.
In view of the tact that there is a certain time-lag
between the adoption of an Opinion and the Council decision,
the present  tables are meant to complete the Committee's
previous annual reports.p
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